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IMPORTANT DECISION.

The pension rolls will be greatly enlarged by the decision of Assistant Secretary of the Interior Reynolds, announced at the department
It is
one of the most important decisions
made by the present administration and
admits to the rolls the names of a large
number of insane, idoits and permanently
helpless minor children of deceased
soldiers where pensions of the former
had ceased by their children attaining the
age of sixteen years, prior to the act of
Jane 27, 1890. The decision holds that
the act of 1890 has the effect of restoring
these dependent persons to the rolls during life or continuance of their disability.
's

senate.

The senate met at 9:i5 o'clock
and immediately adjourned until
o'clock

y
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President
- Vice President
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Judge Butler
in the United States circuit yesterday decided that the sugar trust did not act
contrary to law when it absorbed the
Philadelphia sugar refineries. Shortly
after the consummation of the big sugar
deal, the government brought suit for the
pnrpose of having tne trust dissolved
on the ground that the combination was
contrary to law.

The I). P. Mot Bankrnnt.
Omaha, March 27. Judge Caldwell will
not have to hear argument by the Union
Pacific telegraphers in regard to wages,
for the operators have compromised with
the officials of the road. The Union Pacific, Denver A Gulf case came up for
hearing this morning before Judge Cald
well and a surprise was sprung by the attorneys for Receiver Frnnk Trnmhn.il.
who.withdrew the demurrer already fiten1'
and in its place eubmftted an answer in
which it is alleged that the Union Pacific
Kailroad company is not bankrupt, but
is in a flourishing condition.
BRECKENRIDGE-POLLARD-

Parkersburg, W.Va., Maroh 27. Thieves
entered the residence of a wealthy farmer
last night, bonnd him in a chair and
placed a lamp nnder his feet until they
were burned to a crisp.
They then
roasted his ears until he told where $5,000
in cash was hidden. The robbers secured
the money and escaped.
Chicago, March 27. An attempt at arbitration between the Crane Manufacturing
Co., and its employes failed completely.
The strikers met at Bricklayers hall last
night and effected a temporary organizatia genon-of
union men and
eral strike involving 8,000 men will be
formerly launched against the Crane
company. The strike includes all employes of the company's various Chicago
plnnts exoept the elevator men as they
suffered no redaction in wages and will
not strike at present.

.

The Washington Chief of 1'olirc Tes
tifies Col. Breekenridge to be
Expelled from n Club.
Washington, March 21. The defense
called to the witness stand Chief of Police
Maj. Moore, in whose offices there h'ftd
been two promises made by Col. Breck
enridge to marry Miss Pollard May 1 and
17, 1893. It was proposed to contradict
some of Miss Pollard's statements regard
ing the interviews. Maj. Moore denied
that in either of the two interviews Mr.
Breckenridge said "this is one of life's
tragedies," or that he said anything about
Miss Pollard's bearing two children or
being pregnant. In neither interview had
Mr. Breckenridge said "sne knew 1 was a
married man when she took me," nor had
Miss Pollard said "yes, I gave myself to
him." He would not pretend that he remembered everything as much had been
said which he could not remember.
The seoond interview developed under
lasted nearly an hour,
and had been less exciting than the first,
Miss Pollard doing most of the talking.
This was the interview of May 17 when
Miss Pollard narrated that she lay on a
sofa, and Col. Breckenridge sat beside
her and afterward took her hand in his
and promised to marryiher.
HIS STAB FALLlNO FAST.

Chicago. The Union Leagne club, the
most influential social organization of
Chicago, is said to be seriously considering the question of expelling Congress
man Breckenridge from the hoaerary
membership of the olub. There are but
three names on the club's honorary list,
Harrison, Chauncey M
and the Kentucky congressman.
De-pe-

A Costly Hog.
Kansas City, March' 27. John Carroll
and Thomas Hancock went to law "over a
$7 hog. Hancock carried the case from
the justice court to the court of' appeals
and lost the case. The litigation cost
him $700.
.

Case Again Postponed.

Chicago, March 27. The Prenderg&st
insanity case was called before Judge
Chetlain this morning and on application
of the state was postponed until April
S,
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with Coxey.

-- The
Alliance, Ohio, March
Coxey
is due here at noon. The excite
ment is intense. There is anxiety about
the possibility of a row in the army as it is
stated the men in the ranks say that if
Coxey tries to abandon them here on the
pretext of going to Chicago there will be
a break up of the whole business and a
scrap to a finish. If trouble occurs the
militia will be called out at once. :
Louisville, Ohio. How Coxey's army
the night is a miraole.
survived
herded together
like
They were
penned up cattle. One hundred men
spent the night in a room thirty by forty
feet. The atmosphere could have been
cat with a knife, and death might have
been caused by asphyxiation. However,
they were all on hand and at 8 o'clock
this morning breakfast was under preparation. Three bushels of potatoes, some
cold ham, bread and sausage ware given
out. AH the men seemed satisfied.
Koonomy, Pa. If Coxey's army ever
reaches here it will be given a roya) reception as preparations are being made
to have a barbecue of vegetables, bread
and ginger cake in unlimited quantities.
Maximo, Ohio, The advance guard of
the Commonweal army arrived at 10:10
o'clock this morning. It is expected the
army will bivouao near here for dinner
and it is expected that the command will
arrive nt Alliance at 2:80 o'clock, where
Gen. Coxey will take the train for Chicago. He claims his presence is neccessary
there in order to dispose of some of his
horses and he will be absent about two
days, after which he will again rejoin the
army.
Pittsburg, Pa. Railroad officers were
busy last night keeping the Union
depot clear of tramps who drifted into
the waiting rooms to Beek shelter from
the blizzard. There was a score or more,
nearly all of whom admitted that they
were on the way to join Coxey.
During
the past forty-eighours the train men
have
been over
report that freight trains
run with tramps heading for Ohio to join
Coxey'sarmy.
Chicago. Marshal Madison is expected
to leave this city Saturday at the head of
5,000 men to join Coxey s army.
-

THE MARKETS.
New York, March 27. Money on call
easy at 1 per cent; prime merchantable
oH per cent. Sterling ex
paper, a
change easy with actual business in
banker's bills at $4.88
$t.88J for demand and $4.86
$4.87 for sixty days.
New York. Silver, 59U. Lead, $3.40.
Copper, lake, $9.12.
New York Wool qniet, unchanged,
with a fair demand for domestic grades.
Kansas
reoeipts, 6,900; shipments, 1,700; steady to strong; Texas
steers, $2.35 $3.15; Texas cows, $1.75
steers, $3
$2.50; shipping
$4.25;
native cows, $1.50
$3.15; stockers and
$3.50; bulls, $2.10
feeders, $2.50
$2.75. Sheep receipts, 1,200; shipments,
300; steady.
, Chicago.
Cattle receipts, 4,000; slow,
weak, rather on down turn; prime to
extra steers, $4.10
$4.35; good to
$3.50,
choice, $3.75 $1.05; others, $3
$3.25. Sheep and lambs
Texans, $2.90
mixed
13,000;
westerns,
$4
receipts,
$4.10; export western wethers, $4.20
$4.25; extra $4.50
$4.25; medium, $4
$4,75; a few at $5.
Omaha. Cattle receipts, 8,300; market
active, firmer; steers, $3
$4; westerns,
$3.50; Texans, $2.25
$3.25;
$2.50
$3.10; feeders, $2.50
cows, $1.75
$3.50.
Sheep receipts, 1,600; market
$3.50; lambs, $2.75
stronger; $2.50
City-Cat-

tle

$3,90.

Chicago.
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firmer; cash,
Kansas City, March 27. The Missouri May, 58o
30; May,
Pork, higher; May, $11.-Sconvened
state
in
convention
Populist's
The Laborers of Mexico Bednced to
Pierce Hackett, of
this city
Starvation Wages Caused by
Bates company was elected temporary
A SWELL WEDDING.
Excessive Taxation.
After appointing the usual
chairman.
committees a recess was taken until this
The French Ambassador to this CounDurango, Mei., March 27. Much ill afternoon.
try marries a Philadelphia
feeling and trouble is threatened among
Belle A Diplomatic
A RAILROAD WAR.
the laboring olasses of the state over the
Social Event.
in
which
reductions
have
wages
sweeping
rate
new
effect.
of
The
into
juBt gone
The Denver & Gulf Trying to Compel
The
wages per day for all kinds of common
Philadelphia, Pa., March 87.
the Union raellle to Come
laborers is 25 cents, whereas it was formerof the French Ambassador
to
marriage
Terms.
ly 85 and 50 cents per day. There has
M. J ales Fatenotre, to Miss Eleanor
been no reduction in the price of foed
Louise Elversen, only daughter of
March
27.
of
The
the
hearing
supplies. It iB olaimed the reduotion
Omaha,
the
James Elversen, publisher of
of wages is due to excessive taxation.
Faoific-Gulf
case
was
resumed this Philadelphia Inquirer, took place
Union
morning in the United States circuit This is the first marriage of an ambassThe Jieport Wot
March 27. The Brazilian court before Judges Caldwell and San- ador in this country and quite the most
notable diplomatic corps social incident
minister has received a dispatch from born. Henry W. Hobson, of Denver, at- in many years. The ceremony was perRio de Janiero saying that there' is ab- torney for the Gulf road, occupied the formed by Cardinal Gibbons and witwhole morning in argument presenting nessed
solutely no truth in the statement that the sensational
by a select gathering of friends
answer filed yesterday. and
An elaborate
war pisoners have been executed withdiplomats.
wedding
withto
allowed
the
road
Gulf
court
The
out a trial.
breakfast was Berved after which the
filed
to
and
demurrer
the
draw
already
on
tour
a
to last
started
wedding
substitute the answer, but the attorneys couple
Tonne Swells Fight-Omahseveral weeks.
were
Pacific
the
Union
the
of
granted
March 27. Irving Gardner, son
to make a reappliaation. Mr. Hob-so- n
Both were Killed.
of the dean of Trinity cathedral, and right
will close his argament this afternoon
Huntington, W. Va., Maroh 27 Hoke
Harry Colpetzer, son of a millionaire. and will he followed by Attorney Pattison
ended holy week fighting with gloves in a also for the Gulf who will consume all tho Napier, a lumberman, and Henry Collins,
sixteen-foo- t
ring for the smiles of a hand time of
Attorneys for the Union a discharged employe, quarreled over a
some chorus girl. Gardner was knocked Pacific will close the arguments
trivial matter. They drew revolvers and
out in the twentieth round.
It will be impossible therefore to fired simultaneously. Both men were
.
take up the wage schedule case before killed.
Closed the Place.
Thursday morning. The employes this
Kanchmen Want Belief.
Denver, Maroh 87 The internal re afternoon filed an answer in the United
Denver, March 27 A number of far
venue office has caused the closing of States court moving to vacate and set
Uzzels jag cure establishment on the aside the orders of Judge Dundy for good mers and ranchmen living in the eastern
and sufficient reasons.
part of Arapahoe County, near the Kansas
ground that they are selling liquor with
lino, have applied to the County Comout a lloense. xne estamisnment during "
A Paying Monopoly.
missioners for - relief, representing that
the early stages of treatment gives pa ,
March 27. At the annual meetBoston,
are destitute because of the failure
tients all the whiskey they desire. This
y
the they
of last year's rops.
the collector olaimed, is practically selutiff ing of the Bell Telephone Co.,
liqudr and makes them amenable to the old board of directors was
Beecham's Pills sell well because they
law. ' The case will be feught through The net earnings of the company for the
'
a
cure.
the courts.
,
past year were $3,925, 185.
58Va-
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nig Strike Threatened.

Pedro Perea,
T. B. Catron,
R. J. Palen,

Chicago, March 27. Parson Davies,
Peter Jackson's manager andbacker, is
in Chicago. He yesterday deposit $2,500
as his second installment in the Corbett
Jackson match, in the hands of Mr. J
Davis, And he confidently expects the
Corbett people to do the same.

Washington, D. C, Maroh 27.
The fnneral services over the remains
of Senator Colquitt drew to the senate
chamber a very distinguished company.
President Cleveland was not present but
all the members of the cabinet excepting
Secretary Lamoot were there. Senate
Chaplain Milburn conducted the
assisted by Chaplain Bagby, of
the honse. The blind preacher was peculiarly intpresBive in his rendering of the
service for the dead and in his address be
dwelt particularly on the virtues of the
home life of the distinguished senator,
rather than his political achievements.
At the conclusion of the ceremonies the
casket was taken up by eight capitol
policemen and preceded by a committee
of the senate and house, appointed to accompany' the remains home, passed
through the south door of the chamber,
The family consisting of the widow, five
daughters, son and. private secretary
When
of the dead statesman, followed.
the chamber had been em ntied of all save
senators and officers, Senator Harris, of
Tennessee, moved that the senate adjourn
at 9:15 a. m. and this was agreed to.
peffeb's opinion ot ooxey.
"It is foolish and childish," remarked
Senator Peffer, when asked about Coxey 's
Army. "I have advised against it from
the first and have written letters and in
speeches pointed out that no object
could be attained by suoh a haphazard
move as this. It is no spontaneous uprising and organization like the Farmers
Alliance.
Coxey is a horpe trader, horse
raiser and gambler to start with, and it is
not presumed that he could bring abont
him men who could give weight to such a
movement."
AN
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Corbett Jackson Plelit.
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ABSOIIiTELY PURE
MARYLAND,

world. The enemies of silver will see
their mistake. Let the friends of silver
oe nun, ana tne nerce battle against the
white metal will in the near futn? be
qnenjhed like the star that fades from the
bftje doriitfwhich "Canopies the world."

MY MARYLAND.

Celebration of the 250th Anniversary
of Its Settlement.
Baltimore, March 27. The 250th
of the settlement of Maryland, or
the landing of the colonists on St. Clement's island, in Chesapeake bay, was celebrated Saturday by appropriate exercises
nnder the auspices of the Marvland So
ciety of Colonial Dames of America. The
anniversary proper falls on Tuesday,
but the celebration took place on
Saturday by virtue of the fact that it was
Annunciation day, the patronal feast of
tne colony, while in addition it is the day
ot the actual landing. In commemoration of the day and the event, Cardinal
Gibbons was presented by Gen. Bradley
T. Johnson with a casket in which to
place his pectoral jewels. It is made
from the wood of the old mulberry tree
under which the first mass was celebrated
in this state. The lid is embelished with
a Bilver plate in the form of a Maryland
oross, and whioh bears an inscription
giving the date of the first mass, the date
of the act of religious toleration, and the
date of the cardinal's consecration and
elevation to the sacred college. '

y
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BELATIVE

TO

STATEHOOD

for New Mexico, Mr. Foree said:
"I feel now, after a residence here of
several years, that I am entitled to a voico
in matters pertaining to the best interests
of New Mexico. Inasmuch as my hopes
and interests are blended and interwoven
with those of this territory, I do not
hesitate to give free expression to my
convictions. In the matter of statehood,
I will say that we have a constitutional
right to demand that the national legislature give us the opportunity to clothe
ourselves with the powers of state government. I have been in this territory
full seven years, during which time I have
felt like I was out of the Union! This
territory should be admitted as a state.
But timid counsels and timid conduct can
never avail to accomplish any valuable
purpose,bnt troth, earnestness and energy
upon the part of our citizens, irrespective
of party affiliations, ought to bring about
what we have a lawful and constitutional
right to expect at the hands of the national government. We have a population of nearly 200,000 people. We have
rich land enough for millions. We have
enough in our mountains and
DEMOCRATIC DOCTRINE. mineral
placer fields to enrich the world. Our
native element is
loyal, inHon. R. M. Foree Talks of Law and telligent and distinguished for hospitality
and politeness. Our American element
Order, Statehood, Silver and
y
stands
the peor of any in the
states. Wo have every requisite for stateOther Timely Topics. .
hood. Once given the opportunity by
our national law makers, New Mexico
Hon. Robert M, Foree, of Ojo Caliente, would soon advance and occupy a poweris a guest at the Palace. In conversation ful place in the list of the great states of
with a representative of this paper last the Union."
night he said:
"This is my first visit to Santa Fe since On account Iledured Itates
r
of the California
the New Mexican changed hands, and I international
exposition. The Santa Fe
am pleased to know that this journal, in route has placed on sale round trip tickso short a time, has well won its spurs as ets to Sau Francisco at $54.40, including
five admission coupons to tho fair. Ticka good and true knight in the Democratic
ets limited thirty days from date of sale.
ranks.
Continuous passage in each direction, for
"I have been reading the New Mexican full particulars call nt city ofiice.
H. L. Lutz, Agent.
right along during my absence from the
Geo. T. Nicholson, G. P. A.
capital, and I freely confess that I was
when
a
saw
that by
I
agreeably surprised
change of ownership the paper had beFine MoBrayer whisky at Colorado
come a pronounced Democratic journal,
in
columns
the
its
boldly enunciating
golden priocjpleg, doctrines and practices
of the Democratic party." liJLwt'jc-ioan- ,
under its new management, has al
ready won so large a share of the popular
favor by its honest, fearless and manly
course of aotion that Democrats are beginning to look to

AGENCY

ITS ABILITY AND PATBIOTISM

as a sustaining

power in the future. I
don't believe the assertion will meet with
contradiction when I say that no class of
men labor more assiduously and at more
personal sacrifice than those who conduct
the press, which is the great power with
which our victories are won. And I rest

For Foster's Genuine
Gloves.

Kid

Every Pair

Guaranteed.
GUSOORF & DOLAN

steadfastly under the belief that the press

will bring its powers to the maintenance
of this territory, and by cultivating the
love of truth, respect for the law and the

constitution, establish our present civili
zation on a basis well worthy of an en
lightened people. Let the press continue
to speak with a million tongnes its withering curse ot mnrder, perjury and despotism. And by this aid and the continued, earnest and energetio action of the
officers of the !aw,every,murderer and every
perjurer will sooner or later be brought
to the bar of justice.
"What do you consider the paramount
duty of citizens at this time?" Mr. Foreo
was asked.
"Well, as to New Mexico and the duty
of the citizens thereof, I will say that we
should individually and together work for
the welfare of this territory. We can increase our prosperity by charitableness,
but we certainly can not do it by persecution. We can accomplish much for New
Mexico by cultivating a spirit of love,
good will and kindness amongst ourselves,
whether native born, or born on a foreign
soil. No matter whether we differ in
faith or in politics, let us

Santa Fe MeatMaite
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Service clean, prompt,
first-clas-

"OLE JOE," Mgr.

PULL TOGETHER FOB THE GOOD OF NEW
V

s.

MEXICO.

"We have here all the elements of happi
ness and strength, and we should not
abuse our opportunities. We surely live
in a land of great promise. Who that well
knows this territory, and who can stand
on the lofty summit of any one of the
grand mountains encircling this historio
city and view the fertile valleys and gold- lined elevations, and not feel the poetry of
freedom in his heart and be proud of
sunny New Mexico?"
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trusted ofllcer In command of the United
States ships. President Cleveland may
not, through a sense of duty, desire to
annex the islands, but he will see to it
that no other nation annexes them.
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New Mexican Printing Co.,
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New Mexican is the oldest news'
paper in New Mexico. It is sent to every
PostOilice in the Territory and has a large
and growing circulation among the intern
gent and progressive people of the south
he

west.

TUESDAY, MARCH 27.

Just as the New Mexican predicted,
the railroads are already figuring on get
ting into Cochiti.
.

The abuses which now exist in the pub
nffairs of this city will be remedied
after the Democratic victory next month.

Ho

TnE sugar trust has won another vic
tory in the eastern courts. Where is that
law the Republican law
boasted anti-trumakers used to howl so lustily over?
The El Paso Times puts it right to a
dot. Democratic harmony is never hard
to get when disappointed candidates are
taught to take their medicine, says the
Times.

REFORM

METHODS.

The administration seems to have the
right man in the right place in Dr. W. N
Hailman, superintendent of V. S. Indian
educational work. The doctor is now
visiting New Mexico and will travel over
the west with a view to ascertaining for
himself the needs of the several schools.
It is understood that there is to be a complete reorganization of the present sys
tem of Indian education. Heretofore
the most shiftless policy has been pur
sued, a sort of saving at the spigot and
leaking at the bung, and as a result (
great deal of public money has been im
properly expended and results, although
good, have been far from what they
should be.
Among these weak spots of management may be mentioned too much red
tape, and an effort to hold each government school to the iron-cla- d
regulations
of the department without the least consideration for local surroundings. These
evils are to be corrected; there is to be
more freedom for the superintendents in
charge in some directions and less of it in
others, so that, in a word, it won't be pos
sible for them to buy a ton or two of
corn-meor molasses on a divy with the
contractor, and have to send to Washing'
ton for permission to purohase a paper o
tacks. The New Mexican quite agrees with
Dr. Hailman when he says: "There is no
reason why in organization and method
these schools should not be real models in
all that the term implies," The time for
such a move is ripe, and we believe the
new superintendent has the ability and
the courage to properly execute it.

Press

Comments

on

Territorial

This seems to be Well, the Citizen loes Know a Hood
the general sentiment in regard to the
Th I us Sometimes.
vicelection.
Democratic
Thornton
deserves credit for his
Gov.
coming city
tories are generally quiet, but most effec- energetic action in Mora county. Let the
good work go on. Citizen.
tive ones.
"A

quiet campaign."

President Cleveland

so situated

is

between two fires that he can create surprise by either vetoing or signing the
seigniorage bill. It will, in all probability,
however, be the eastern gold worshiper
and not the western silver man that howls.
Who shall now gainsay that Cochiti is
not destined to bo a winner? Condemna
tory statements regarding the camp tali
lint in face of facts told by mining men
of experience. No mining camp was
ever given birth under more favorable
auspices.

"Chabity bf ginneth at home," therefore
the New Mexican always exerts itself to
benefit Santa Fe, but its columns are
always open to anything that will help the
entire territory. Correspondence is solicited from citizens in every town and
hamlet in New Mexico.
That'Is cheering ftaii thaf comes from
Washington that Oklahoma and New
Mexico are to be admitted to statehood
at the same time. It was wise in Dele
gate Joseph to consent to such a compromise, and the situation now looks
more favorable all around. The report
that President Cleveland would veto the
bills is absolutely groundless.

The public school

management

of

Siiuta Fe county and city has been shameful. Look at the condition of these
and conBidor how abeoschools
lately rotten must be the set of politi;
cians who are responsible. This matter
is mentioned now so that citizens shall
have time to reflect and nominate a dif
ferent class of men for the npproaohing
election.
y

"El Independiente,"

a new

Spanish
weekly, conies to us from Las Vegas, and
it's easy to see that the genial and energetic E. H. Salazar is at the helm. From
both a literary and typographical point
of view it is excellent, and although it is
politically independent, we believe, knowing its editor as we do, that it will generally be found on the right side of all
public questions. Success to the new
enterprise.

The Navajo Indians must

be held in

check and means adopted to keep them
within the limits of their reservation.
The wonder is that the outrages settlers
have been subjected to have been endured
so long. There will be serious troubleone
of these days if something is not done
toward heeding the recommendations of
Gov. Thornton and Agent Plummer in
this matter. It is hoped Delegate
Joseph will again call the subject to the
attention of the proper authorities.
OitDEns have been
given Admiral
Walker to assume command of theTJnited
States squadron at Honolulu. The orders were issued upon the seemingly well
authenticated report that the provisional
government is about to offer the islands
to eomo other nation and the president
in this event desires to have a tried and

The Host Shoes for
thol.i:aHt Money.

Driving the Brain

rh

at the expense
of the Body.
While we drive
the brain we
must build up
the body. Exercise, pure air
foods
that
make healthy flesh refreshing
sleep such are methods. When
loss of flesh, strength and nerve
become apparent your physician
will doubtless tell you that, the
quickest builder of all three is

H

U,

V
H

I
I

h

Scott's Emulsion
of Cod Liver Oil, which not only
creates flesh of and in itself, but
stimulates the appetite for other

Two Ureat Camps.
The mining future of New Mexico is
an assured thing. With renewed activity
in many of the old camps and new ones
snoh ns Cochiti and Amizett coming into
view there cannot rest a donbt but what
New Mexico will take rnuk with the first
mineral producing territories of North
America, which with her rich productive
sou backed by a wealth of water will
make the Sunshine state a star of pride
in the Union. Bun dunn index.
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Prepared bf Scotf, 4 Downo, N Y. All drangiaU.
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LADIES'

$2.50 $2, $1.75
Best
Perfect
Dungola, Stylish,

guj

1 This israBEsS?--

ami erviceauie.ess
f ining
l tne world. All
styles.

Insist upon having W. L.

i

sjouEiag snoes. piame
iu

price stamped on
bottom. Brockton
Mass.

DEALERS who push the sale of W. L. Douglas Shoes gain customers,
which helps to increase the sales on their full line of goods. They can
afford to sell at a less profit, and we believe you can save money by buying nil yoot
footwear of the dealer advertised below. Catalogue free upon application.
&

PETERSON.

Albuquerque Foundry & Machine Comp'y
R. P. Hall, Secretary and Treasurer.

,

IUON AND BRASS CASTINGS, ORE, COAt AND LUMBER CAKS,
FUIXEXS, GRATES, BARS, BABBIT METALS, COLUMN
AND IRON FRONTS FOR BUILDINGS.
ON

MINING

AND

GOTTFBIKD

Picture frames and mouldings of all
kinds and patterns. We also buy and
sell seoond-han- d
goods of all kinds.
Exchange new goods for old ones.
Goods sold on easy payments. We
repair all kinds of furniture, upholstering, mattresses remade, sewing
machines and musical instruments of
all kinds repaired and carpets sewed
and laid. All work guaranteed satisfactory or money refunded.
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FRANK ANDREWS.

H

8

:

1

9k

2

S3

e

CAPS,

J. WELTMER.
Deoot!
BOOKS,

,

HENRY L. WALDO,
Attorney at Law. Will praotioe In the

several oourts of the territory. Prompt
attention given to all businMs intrusted
to his oare. Offloe in Catron block.

Merchant Tailor.
Material furnished and suits
made from $27 up.
Trousers made from $7 up.
Perfect fit guaranteed. Cleaning
and repairing at short order.
The finest stock cf samples in
town to choose from. ' " "
Lamy

Block

& TO

-

Santa

Fe.

&

Mgr.

T. F. CONWAY,
Attorney and Counselor at Law, Silver
Prompt attention
City, New Mexioo.
given to all business intrusted to his oare.
Praotioe in all the courts in tne territory.

fe

S
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OF

SODA, MINERAL & GARBON&TED WATERS.

.

ALBERT HORA,

Beoretary

MANUFA0TUBKB8 OF

MILK & CREAM

SCHOOL

Sohniidbb,

Santa Fe Lager Beer.

CO

I

-

PURE

News

B.

BBEWEBS AND 80TTLEBS

na C$

jo-

Santa Fe Dairy.

S

SPECIALTY.

New Mexico.

-:- -

Hinbt

Pres.

A

THE SANTA FE BREWING GO.

ANDREWS'

Delivered Every Horning and
Leave Orders
Evening-with or address

SOBOBIB,

MACHINERY

MILL

Albuquerque.

&

ERIE MEDICAL CO.
BUFFALO. N. V.

f

$S.

REPAIRS

SPIEGELBERG,

ImniedUtttlmnro vein put
een. Fniluro Impossible,
2,(l references. Book,
explanation and proofs
mailed (scaled) free.

e

and S3.0O Dress Shoe.
95, S4
hmuil custom work, costing iroiu $6 to
Police Shoe. 3 Soles.
$3.50 ttustwaikingbnoeever'niuue.
and $2 Shoes,
$2.60,
Unequalled at the price.
& $1.75 School Shoes
Boys $2
Aie the licst lor Service

S

Invites yon to visit her now. Round trip
tickets on sale daily to Los Angeles and
San Diego $56.90, to San Francisco $60.
Tickets good to return July 15; tickets to
above points at rates named, allow stop
over, but carry no coupons of admission
H. L. LiUtz, Agent,
to the fair.
Geo. T. Nicholson, Q. P. A.

This is the seventh spring,-tha- t
the
LibMfil has weatUfired..F" Oir its register,
nil
in
tuTS comife(in
newspaper offices,
SOL.
there are what is known as seasonable
items of news. Items that it prints with
the regularity of the returning seasons,
such as the coming of Xmas, the passing
CLOTHING
GENT
of the equinox, etc. 1 here is one such
item on its register that it has printed in
the latter part of March since it has been
FURNISHINGS.
in existence nnd expects to continue
printing for many springs to come. The
item generally reads as follows: At the
ECA-Tcity caucus in Silver City last Monday,
Col. Jack Fleming was nominated for
Also a complete line of Boy's Cloth
mayor, for the 'steenth time. Col, Jack,
who
is sometimes called the Carter ing;. Clothing made to order and per
PROFESSIONAL OABDS.
Harrison of Silver City, has filled the fect fit guaranteed.
position so long and so well that many
of the children and youths of that
town have grown to think the position is
his private property, something he owns,
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
the same as Max Schutz owns the store
on the corner and John Brockman owns
the bank. The colonel makes an ideal
MAX FROST,
mayor. He is always ready and willing
Attorney at Law, Santa Fe, New Mexieo.
to do any and everything for the advancement of his town and the entertainment
BOCK, STATIONERY AKD
of its guests. If there is a Convention in
the city it makes no difference to Jack
RALPH E. TWITCHELL,
whether it is a meeting of all the Democrats in the territory, a Republican
Attorney at Law. Catron block, Santa Fe
Mew Mezioo.
county convention, a silver convention
with representatives from all the states
COMPLETE STOCK OF
and territories west of the Mississippi
river or a Methodist conference, he goes
GEO. W. KNAEBEL,
down in his pocket for money to help
Office in Griffin block. Collections and
entertain the guests; he meets them at
ADOPTED BT THB BOARD OF KDUCATI0S4
searching titles a specialty.
the depot, clad in his official regalia, escorts them to the hotels, tenders them the Headquarters for School Supplies
freedom of the city, as long as they stay
EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
in the town he is busy every minute enLawyer, Santa Fe, New Mezioo. Office,
tertaining tbem. Long live Mayor Jack
Catron block.
Fleming. Lordsburg Liberal.

nnd all
train of evlla
f rom early cvrui 8 or later
excitbes, the results of
overnoie,
Flckuutis,
worry. etc. Fullh:reip!l,
development and tono
given tu e ory organ end
portion of the body.
Blniplx. natural method.

!

SWElSv

$3

Squeakless, Bottom Waterproof. Best Shoe sold at the price.

FOR SALE BY JOHNSON

;

WEAKNESS,
NERVOUSNESS,
DEBILITY,

S

o

California

So Hay We All Long Live Jaek
'
Fleming.

Easily, Quickly,
Permanently Hectored.

so

J.

I

B

g

foods.

Here's a Crusher.
Some little southern sheet is trying to
get free advertising by nagging the Alba
querque Democrat and Strata Fe New
Mexican, in the hopes of getting one or
both of these papers to make retort,
thereby letting the territory know a paper
is published at Chloride. springer Stock
man.

gB 2
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W. L. DOUGLAS

g
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PATRONIZE THIS HOME INDUSTRY.
Palace Avenue,

Seduced Bates.

Why Take the Wabash

For ST. LOUIS?
Because it is the shortest line; the best
equipped line; runs free chair cars, Buffet
Fullmans and gives yon ample time in
Kansas City for supper.
For TOLEDO OE DETROIT f
Because it is the shortest line; avoids
transfer across the city in case yon are
going fnrther east, and makes close con
neotions with all trunk lines.
For NEW YORK or BOSTON f
Because it has solid through service
from both Chicngo and St. Lome, via
NIAGARA FALLS; gives forty minutes'
stop at the falls at seasonable time in the
morning.
FOR ALL OTHER EASTERN POINTS?
Because its service is nnformly good
and you can make no mistake in asking
for tickets VIA THE WABASH.
O. M. Hampson, Oom'l Agent,
1221 17th St., Denver, Colo.

urand Canon of Colorado Hirer.
On the Santa Fe route, in northern
Arizona, 1,262 miles from Kansas City, is
the town of Flagstaff. A
stage
line runs from Flagstaff to the Grand
Canon of the Colorado river. More than
a mile in depth, this is the sublimest of
gorges a Titan of ohasms. Twenty
Xosemites might be hidden unseen below,
and Niagara would look scarcely largei
than a brook.
Don t fail to visit this first wonder of
the world. You can "read up" about it by
asking G; T. Nicholson, G. P. & T. A., A.
CATRON & SPIESS.
T. fc S. F. R. R. Co., Topeka, Kas., to mail
Attorneys at law and solicitors in chan- you a free copy of an illustrated book
cery Santa Fe, N. M. Praotioe in all the describing this terra incognita. The book
courts of the territory. Offloes in Catron is no common affair; bat is entertainingly
Block.
written, beautifully illustrated and a gem
of the printer's art.

H'.':

Santa Fe, N. M.

-

;.

V1

To all points in California, including
San Franoisco and San Jose, one way
$20; round trip $35.60. To Prescott,
Arizona, one way, $23; round trip $17.
All tickets require a continous passage in both directions and are limited to
return sixty days from date of sale, For
particulars call at city ticket office.
H. S. Lutz, Agent.
Geo. T. Nicholson, G. A. P.

ANTONIO

WINDSOR.

Architect & Contractor.

i

D.W.MANLEY,

DENTIST.

OF VICE HOUHS

. . 0 to 18, and 8 to 4

Notice for Publication.
Homestead No. 1216.
Land Ovtioe at Santa Fe, N. M. )
, March 14, 1894. J
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
settler has filed notice of his
intention to make final proof in support
of his claim, and that said proof will be
made before the register and receiver at
Santa Fe, N. M., on April 16, 1894, viz:
sw
and
Meregildo Roibal, for the e
lots 6 and 7, tp. 16 n, r. 18 e.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon, and
cultivation of, said land, viz:
Pedro Maes, Atanasio Roibal, Lorenzo
Rivera and Bacilio Maes, all of Pecos. N.
M.
James H. Walkib,
Register.

i

Notice for Publication.
Homestead No. 4258.

at Santa Fx,

Land Office

N. M., )
Maroh 14,1894.)
"Notice Is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice of his

Intention to make final proof in support
of his olaim, and that raid proof will be
made before the register and reoeiver, at
Santa Fe, N. M., on April 16, 1894, viz:
ne
and
Lorenzo Rivera, for the se
lots 1 and 2, tp. 16 n, r. 12 e.
to
witnesses
He names the following
E. A. FISKE,
his continuous residence upon, and
prove
O.
Box
at
P.
and
oonnselor
law,
Attorney
cultivation of, said land, viz:
"F," Santa Fe, N. M., praotioea in su. Pedro Maes, Atanasio Roibal, Meregildo
Ilex-Now
oonrts
all
ol
and
district
preme
Roibal and Bacilio Maes, all of Peoos,
ioo. Special attention given to mining
,v- N.M.
and Spanish and Mexican land grant
J amis H. Walkib,
litigation.
Register.
-

'

Close Figurine,

Modern Methods,
Skilled Mechanics

ATTENTION DEMOCRATS.
'

Notice is hereby given that at a meeting
held by the Democratic city central committee on the 13th day of March, 1691, it
was ordered, that the primaries of the four
different wards of the oity of Santa Fe be
held on the 28th day of March, 1891, at 7
p. m., for the purpose ot nominating the
following ward officers in each of the respective wards. '
Ward No 1 (at the house of Pascual
two aldermen, one of which is to
serve for the term of two years and one
for the term of one year, to fill the va
cancy caused by the removal of J. W.
Sohofield, and two members of the board
of education, one to serve for the term of
two years and one to serve for the term
of one year.
Ward No. 2 (at Father DeFouri's hall)
one alderman and one member of the
board of education, each to" serve for the
term of two years.
Ward No. 8 at the Armory hall (Perea's
building) one alderman and one member
of the board of edaoation, each to serve
for the term of two years.
Ward No. 1 (nt the house of Antonia
Sieneros) one alderman and one member
of the board of eduoation, each to serve
far the term of two years.
Also that ten delegates and ten alternates shall be chosen from each ward to the
oity convention to be held on the 29th
day of Maroh, 1891, at the eounty court
house, at 7 p. m., for the purpose of
selecting candidates for mayor, oity clerk
and treasurer for the coming oity election
to be held on the first Tuesday, of AprfL
being the 8d day of April, A. D. 1891.
Valentin Cahson,
Chairman C. 0. 0.
Adolpb P. Hill,
Beoretary C. C. C. '
-

-

"

Plans and specifications furnished
on application. Correspondence so
lioited.

Santa Fe, N. M.

A LADY S TOILET
la not complete
without an ideal

POUPLHIOn
U

POWDER.

.

pozzoiirs
Combines every element of
beauty and purity. It is beautifying, soothing, healing, healthful, and harmless, and' when
rightly used is invisible. A most
delicate and desirable protection
to the face in this climate.

Insist

jfl

spn having th

genuine.

IT 18 TOR 8AIE EVEgYWHERt.

ftyj

PER
ACRE.

Has the finest system of Irrigating Canals on the Continent; over 80,000 lore of choice Tanning nnd fruit Lands; water enough to irrigate half a million acres; a climate equal in ever respeot and superior In aome rifepeeta, to that of Southern California!
good Schools, Churches, Railway and Telegraph facilities; good society.
3

Lands for Sale at $25 an Acre, on
This price including perpetual water right Ho Drouth, no Jogs, no Cyclones,
,
a Snakes, no Sunstrokes.

Kail Stomas, no Floods, no

10

BlUusards,

pECQs

Years Time with Interest at 6 Po J'Cont.

no Thunder Stoma, no Hot Winds, so Korthert, no Winter Balna, no Grasshoppers, ao lbtUHtoo Kpldemlo Disease! bo fralrle fires,
i;
.w
a 'i .

RRGATon

AND imPROVEr.lENT

COHPAflY, EDDY, HEW

EKICO.

-
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eORS.
rnnirni?r3
JjlliE FORMS
OF
ALL

NERVOUS, GKROXIG

and

U.S.
If all officials realized the importance of
trusts
as
did the boy in the followpublic
ing anecdote, we should never hear of deserted posts.
As the train stopped at a small town in
Virginia, the mailbag was thrown to a negro
boy of perhaps 15 years, who started off at
a brisk run to the postofljee. But a larger
boy, turning a corner, suddenly ran into
the mail carrier and overturned him. As
soon as he recovered himself, he turned
upon the aggressor.'
"Look
he exclaimed. "You
wants to be keerf ul of dis chile. When you
knocks me down, you jars de whole
of the United States. I carries de
mail." Youth's Companion.
gov'-me-

nt

Inside.

PRIVATE

DISEASES
SYPHILIS,
GONORRHOEA,
CLEET, PILES, STRICTURE,
HYDROCELE,
VARICOCELE,
SEXUAL nier Aero ...h
Al I Del loate or
-

.pU-Aww-

new

fionb.
FREE.
Call upon, or addrssa with stamp.
- vw'iuj.-'&uel-

r

CONSULTATION

Tbe Daily New Mexican

oar and go to San Francisco, Los
Angeles or San Diego withont change.
No other line can give you this accommodation. For excursion rates and other
information call at city ticket office.
H. S. Lutz, Agent.

Missionary I have often wondered what
became of my predecessor.
Genial Cannibal Chief Oh, hel He has
gone into the interior, Once a Week.

'

.
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SANTA FE ROUTE

TABLE.

A

A, Freak.
A recent poet writes, "A song sleeps in
my soul unsung." Thereisa place for that
young man in a dime museum at a remunerative salary. He is the only one of his
kind on record. Atlanta Constitution.

Read down
9

.

Dad Judgment.
She It seems to me you would not show
good judgment as a poker player.

i.
5:55

n

Read up

1
3
8:25 plO :25 a
6:itf pl2:50a
Laniy ...
3:15 n 8:20 n
....Las Vegas.
11:25 a 835 p
Raton , ..
v:u a v:49 a
Trinidad .
Ar..La Junta.. .Lv 7:20 a 9:55a

9:10

-

Sol-die-

-

r,

Boagh Advlos.
D'Auber What do you think I ought to
take for that picture?
- Sneerleigh
A few lessons in painting
ew York Herald.

Indiana contributed her thousands of brave
soldiers to the war, and no state bear n better record in that respect than It does. In
Worse,
literature it is rapidly ... acquiring an
It Is a solemn fact, they say.
enviable place. In war and literature
Holomon Yewell, well known as a writer as
That every dog will have his day.
If that was all, then It might do.
"Hoi," has won an honorable position. During the late war he was a member of Co. In-M,
But our dogs claim the whole night too.
2d. N. Y. Cavalry, and of the 13th Indiana
Atlanta Journal.
an Important
fantry Voluntftea. Regarding
circumstance he writes as follows:
are
old
of
veterans here
"Several
us
using
Dr. Miles' Restorative Nervine, Heart Cure
and Nerve and Uvea Pills, all of them giving
splendid satisfaction) In fact, we have never
used remedies that compare with them. Uf
the Pills we must say they are the best comTHS NEW KIXICAN.
bination of the qualities required In a preparation of their nature wenave ever known.
We have none but words of praise for them.
Sally, Bngllsb. Weekly and Spanish
in
They are the outgrowth of a new principle
Weekly editions, will be found on
medicine, and tone up the system wonderale at the following newt depots,
fully. We say to all, try these remedies,"
Solomon Yewell, Marion, Ind., Dec. 5,1888. where
ubaorlptiona may also be
These remedies are sold by all druggists on made:
a positive guarantee, or sent direct by the
JT.
re1
H. Gardes, OerriUoaV
Dr. Miles Medical Co., Elkhart. Ind., on
IS, exS. S. Newcomer, Albuquerque.
ceipt of price, fl per bottle, six bottlesnelthet
press prepaid. They positively contain
T.
B.
Link, Silver City. , Crates nor dangerous drugs,
J. B. Hod can. fiamins.
"
Sold by ell druggists.;
I 0. 0. Miller, ElUaboro
ugh
.

p 9 KM a

aiz.n pn
is
ft in

In effect Nov.l,
1893.
Lv... Santa Fe...Ar

.

The War is Over; A
Correspondent end Journalist Makes a Disclosure.
Welt-kno-

10:

i

A

vherMverdict.

some-thiB-

g,

"Carry! Aren't you going to get up
this morning? It is half past 7, and"
"I cannot, Peter," groaned Carry, turning her face away from the light. "Iam
suffering such dreadful pains in that foot'
I sprained last night."
"Well, what ahall I do?"
"You must take charge of the housekeeping yourself, Peter," said Carry,
hiding a smile in the folds of her pillow.
"It's only for a day or two, and I don't
know of any help you can obtain. It
won't be much, you know."'
"That's
ta(o, somswltivt
encouraged.
"Please darken the room, and keep the
children away, and don't speak to me if
you can help it. I have such a racking
headache, and the least escitement
drives me wild."
Peter shut the door with distracting
caution and went down stairs on creaking tiptoe. As he passed the nursery
door a duet of voices chimed on bis ears.
"Papa, papa, we are not dressed."
"Dress yourselves, then, can't you?"
said Mr. Carver, pausing.
"Pet is too little to drefcs herself," said
Tommy loftily, "and mamma always
dressed me!"
"Where are your shoes?"
"I don't know," said Tommy, with his
finger in bis mouth.
"I know," said Pet, aptly revenging
herself for the hit at her diminutive proportions; "Tommy dropped them out of
the window."
Crash! went a fancy bottle of cologne
off the table as Tommy groped for his
garters. Bang! fell Mrs. Carver's rosewood writing desk to tho floor, bursting
off the frail hinges and scattering pens,
envelopes and postage stamps far and

tlrk

an affectionate
father in a general way, but human na-

a 8:30p
Lv..La Junta. ,,Ar 11:55 a (1:30 a.
! n
19.91 nil
Pueblo
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hy
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She (yawning) You always persist in 8:15 p 4:46 a
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Leadvllle. ... Krf n KiOO n
staying. Truth.
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face
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....uoageuity.,,.
or I'm no judge 10:32
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ef physiognomy."
B:.wa eaua Ar...St Louis. ..Lv 8:ip 830p
11 .ill n S.KR a
7:55 p 8:32 p
Newton.
be.
and
He
to
his
whole
"It ought
family z:to
5:25 p 5:55 p
alius pi
Emporia
are living on it." Buffalo Courier.
8:10 p 3:40 p
o:2u p z:up ...... Uicnu
A'AOn Ar. Kansas City.Lv! 1:00 n 1:0s n
ft.nO
a 5:10 pi Lv. Kansas City.Ar Il2:30p 835P
From Bis Kxparleno.
86
7:49 p i:aoa
waaison...
iron
Wife What kind of cards do yon think 9:57
a
iisn a
. .Oalesburgr
p 3:05 a
111 30
3:15 a 6:00 aj
make the best calling cards?
...Streator
p 0:00 a
Jollet
5:23a 7:45a
Aces.
w:wp 4:zio
Husband (abaentmiudedly)
7:00 a 9:10 a At . . . Chlcairo. . Lv 830 p 3:00 a
Rochester Democrat.
Dearborn st. Stat'n
He-W-

bo much
do, Peter, and
the children demand so much of time,"
pleaded the meek wife.
"If I were manager in this household,
things would happen very differently."
"I have no doubt of it," said Carry
quietly.
"There is no earthly reason," went on
Mr. Carver, ignoring the sarcastic meaning of her tone, "why the work shouldn't
be done and you dressed and enjoying
yourself, cultivating your mind or
at 11 o'clock every morning that
you .live. Washing up a few dishes...
sweeping a room or tworwhat does it
all" amount to? Why,
inyear, don't
you see the folly of asking for a servant
to help you do nothing at all?"
The morning sunshine crept down the
pale green wall paper, sprinkling drops
or goia on tne rew little geranium
plants
that Peter called a "waste of time" and
lay in noon splendors on the carpet, and
still Carry Carver stood there, thinking-think- ing.

wide.
Mr. Peter Carver was

..

a

."I saw 'em go out of the door, please,

sir," said the washerwoman's little girl.
The July sun was beginning to glow SANTA FE AND ITS ATTRACTIONS ANCIENT AND M0DER3
Mexintensely in the heavens. The pavements
ico on sale every day in the year at $60.-7Tickets good six months from date reflected the ardent shine with tenfold
of sale. Reduced rates to all other princi- heat, and poor Peter Carver was nearly
Mountains ot Mineral, Fruitful Orchards and Other Resources.
pal points in Mexico. H. L. Lutz, Agent. melted ere he espied his hopeful son and
Geo. T. Nicholson, O. p. A.
heir, with Pet following.
Neither of them would walk in fact,
NOT CALLED.
the little wanderers were far too weary
AT THE GATEWAY OF TIIE NATIONAL PARI.
so Mr. Carver mounted one on each
lie may be a scholar familiar with books,
unreand
and
arm
carried
them,
limp
for looks.
CHILDREN InAnperson a model,likeunrivaled
the great Mr. Puff,
orator, too,
sisting, through the streets.
who are puny, pale, weak, or scrof
But that, to our notion. Is not quite enough.
for
have
nurse
"I'll
a
you, my young The World's Chiefest Sanitarium Statistical Information for
ulous, ought to take Dr. Pierce's In language deelded the truth must be told,
Tourist, Ia
friends, before the world is a day older,"
Golden Medical Discovery. That We think for our parish he's rather too old.
valid and Health Seeker.
.
he said, grinding his teeth with impotent
builds up both flesh and strength. For aught that we hear of he may be a saint,
wrath as he deposited Pet and Tommy
none of his errors makes any complaint.
For this, and for purifying the And
on the floor and went wearily to his
He knows all the canons and rubrics by heart.
household duties.
blood, there's nothing in all mediAnd oft to the needy will blessings impart.
V
cine that can equal the " Discovery." But he isn't the shepherd we want at our (old.
"How are you nov?, Carry?" he said
Santa Fe, the city of the Holy Faith of tho chnroh museum at the new cathcaa!,
about an hour afterward, throwing him St. Francis, is situated
In recovering from " Grippe," or Ws think for our parish he's rather too old.
on the site of an the archbishop's garden, church of Ob.
self into a chair by her bedside and fanin convalescence from pneumonia, Did you ever learn that experience tells
.Lady of unadaiupe with its rare jld
ancient Indian Pneblo called
And
a
for
work
master
sells?
value
full
works of art, the soldiers' monument
ning himself with the newspaper he had It is
fevers, or other wasting diseases, it You makebya mistake when that man you
the
comoldest
civilized
probably
past
laid there that morning.
monument to the Pioneer
speedily and surely invigorates and
by,
"About the same, dear. How does the munity in the United States and the most Kit Carson, erected by the G. A. R. of
And say, when Inquired of the reason and
builds up the whole system. As an
New
ancient of American capitals. The Spanish
Mexico; St. Vincent's hospital,
why,
housekeeping get along?"
appetizing, restorative tonic, it sets In language
town was fonnded in 1605. Authorities conducted by the Sisters of Charity, and
emphatic, "The truth must be
"It don't get along at all."
"ai work all the processes of digesthe
told,
Orphans' industrial school; the In"Is dinner ready?"
disagree as to whether this city or San
dian training school; Loretto academy
tion and nutrition, rouses every or- We think for our parish he's rather too old."
"Dinner?" echoed Peter in a sort of
were first founded. Santa and chapel of Our
Lady of Light; the
gan into natural action, and brings Oh, what shall we do when our pastors get gray dismayed tone. "Why, I haven't got Fe was Fin.,
first visited by American traders Ramona Indian school, St. Catharine'
And cannot quite compass the world in a day?
back health and strength.
through with breakfast yet!"
I know nothing else save devoutly to pray
in 1801, and from that time dated a Indian school.
For all diseases caused by a torpid
"But it is 12 o'clock."
It will therefore be seen that while
They Boon may be called to some region
liver or impure blood, Dyspepsia,
away.
"I don't care if it's 23 o'clock a man wonderful era of prosperity. The thrill- Santa Fe possesses the delightful climate
Where
to
invite
of
incidents
old
the
of
the
Santa
of
Fe
a sanitarium, she is not devoid ot inangels
ing
city gold.
trail,
can't do 40 things at once."
Biliousness, Scrofulous, Skin and And none
will refuse them for being too old.
terest. The health seeker should nevet
from
a
Mo.,
it
are
starting
the
children?"
"Where
asked
his
diseases
Westport,
gave
even
Scalp
Tacoma New Era,
Consumption
go to a dull place. Ennui and listless-nesworld wide fame.
wife.
(or Lung scrofula) in its earlier
are the handmaidens of disease.
too
bed.
were
much
for
"In
They
me,
THK WORLD'S ONLT SANlTiBICM.
the
Here is interest for the studious historDiscovery " is the
stages
undressed
so
'em and put 'em to bed to
I
CONVINCED.
Prof. Mark Harrington, chief of the TJ. ian, the gay sportsman or the teiesight-seer- .
If it
only guaranteed remedy.
If yon have energy enough ton!r9
get them out of the way."
doesn't benefit or cure, in every
S. weather bureau, says: "Santa Fe is in
"Poor things," said Carry.
around yon can not be dull amid such
Peter Carter pushed his chair back
the
case, you have your money back.
driest
habitable
of
the
United
part
"Poor me, I should think," said Carsurroundings.
from the table and surveyed the faded
ver irately. I had quite enough to do States. This region ia extensive, and
KATUBAL BEAUTY.
little face on the opposite side of the tea without
'em. I've broken the plates, and changes in form from season to season,
Not In Condition Chatter.
Even
the
inveterately lazy oan enjoy
tray.
melted off the noso of the teapot, and but Santa Fe is always in it."
Mrs. Backyway (during the Boston
It is situated in a charming nook of the life here also if they have money. To the
Faded enough now, though she was lost my diamond ring in the ash barrel,
Fe range, and its climate is domi- east Old Bsldy lifts a snowy dome in
season) I'm not going to another opera.
27. You would hardly have beand cut my fingers with the carving Santa
nated by the influence of mountain peaks
Mrs. Komon wealth Avnoo Mercy) barely
winter, and his steeply sloping forested
knife."
lieved how fresh and pretty Carry Cartower
that
11,000 feot high. To- sides in summer rival his winter
Why not?
"Have you looked after the pickles gether withnearly
ver had been on her wedding day. Her
this it lies at an altitude of In the winter the fnll moon at beauty.
Mrs. Baekway My dootor's forbidden
night and
7,015 feot, and latitude, about the 36tb the sun
husband saw the change, but somehow and baked fresh pies?"
by day turn his crest into a
it while my voice is bo hoarse.
"No!"
ada
that
it
north,
degree
gives
peculiar
diadem of brilliants. To the west the
he supposed all women faded just so.
"Nor blackened tho range, nor cleaned vantage as a sanitarium. The elevation Jemez and Yalle mountains, scarcely less
"There is
to

"early-sprin-

,

Historic city.
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,
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THE

turned.
"Wiere are tho children?" was his first
alarmed thought, expressing itself unconsciously in words.

City of Mexico.
Bound trip tickets to the City of

Still Was Be "In the Push."
rainy, unpleasant day, and just
at noon the elements seemed on a particuSHOOTING STARS.
larly wild "tear." Up and down State
street the pedestrians were few and far beAmerican Youth Well, Parkins, do tween. The
men had a disgusted look with
yon think I will look presentable at the life in general, and the few women- - who
found it necessary to be out were making
reoeption this evening f
all possible haste to get under shelter.
Valet Heverything hie hall
, Imported
Just then a dude came along, and as the
"right now, air, hexcept your ghastly rain slowed up a bit he stopped at the corner to wait for a car.
Hatnerican haccent.
J,
His trousers were turned up, his pretty
Good News.
patent leathers were splashed and muddy,
'
and
he looked sad unutterably sad but he
Crossing the Atlantic
Usually involves sea sickness. When the was still "in the push." He had a huge
in his buttonhole.. It was
waves play pitch and toss with you, strong chrysanthemum
a beautiful specimen and shone resplendent
indeed must be the Btomachthat can stand upon his otherwise bedraggled appearance.
it without revolting. Tourists, com- As he stood waiting there on the corner be
making the Punishment Fit the
mercial travelers, yachtsmen, mariners, looked, as he felt, disgusted.
Parse.
of the boys" came along.
"one
then
Just
all testify that Hpstetter's Stomach Bit- also
The Police Magistrate I fine you $10.
a chrysanthemum. "How are
wearing
ters 1b the best remedy for the nausea ex- you, old manr" and he slapped the dude
The Culprit But, your honor, I ain't
perienced in rough weather on the water. cordially across the not too broad shoulders, got only ft.f5.
. ,
down
the
mud
fell
his
into
beautiful
and
land
Nervous
and weakly travelers by
,
The Police Magistrate Then I fine
often suffer from something akin to this, chrysanthemum.
you $1.75. Callthnexcase.
and find in the Bitters its surest remedy.
"Oh, don't do that!" exclaimed chappy.
"I beg pawdon, old fellow; deuced sorry,
No disorder of the stomach, liver or bowels is so obstinate that it may not be you know. All a mistake, I assure you."
"Oh, it's all right, old boy, but now I
overcome by the ' prompt and thorough
Her Idea of It.
Oh, ma, said little Elsie, as the
remedy. Equally efficacious is it for shall have to spend another half hour to
chills and fever, kidney and rheumatic get a chrysanthemum to suit my complexbicyolist sped by on his
trouble and nervousness. Emigrants to ion as well as that one did," and the pair
wheel.
the frontier should provide themselves walked off together in the direction of the
What is it, dear? said her mother.
with this fine medicinal safeguard agnihH florist's. Chicago Tribune.
the effects of vicissitudes of climate,
Look at the bicyole with its winter
A Man With a Consclenee.
hardship, exposure and fatigue.
on.
patrolman
sauntering down Monroe
must
Did the doctor say that you really
avenue the other day met a stranger with
Arbor Day Proclamation.
have change at once f
a bloody nose and stopped to ask what had
Whereas, The legislature, by the enact
He didn't just say to but he present- happened.
"Sir, I allege," replied the man, "that a ment of Chapter XXX V, of the laws of
ed his bill.
saloon keeper near the Central depot hit 1891, set apart the second Friday in
The Best of Hensona.
me."
March of each year to be observed as
Tho reason why allcock's porous
"Allege? Don't you know that he did?" Arbor
Day.
officer.
asked
the
plasters are popular is that they may be
Mow, therefore, I, Juan 3. Ortiz, county
he
and
"I
I
that
it
did,
pretallege
allege
Vrelied on to cure,
school superintendent, considering the
ty strong, too," replied the man.
second Friday of March inconvenient in
1. Lame back, sciatica, stiffness or
"Why don't you come right out and say this
county, do proclaim that Friday,
that he hit you?"
twitching of the muscles.
the 6th day of April, 1894, be celebrated
"I'm a good mind to."
2. Chest troubles, such as pleurisy'
. The officer looked at him in wonder, and as Arbor Day in this county, to be obpneumonia, consumption.
the stranger pinched his nose to stop the served by the planting of trees for the
benefit and advancement of publio and
8. Indigestion, dyspepsia, biliousness,
flow of blood and saids
"You see, I was having a fight with him, private grounds.
kidney complaint.
The day as above designated shall be
street car was off the track and a horse
The suoess, however, will depend upon awas
away all at the same time, a holiday in all publio schools of the
running
the genuineness of the plaster used. The and I don't want to swear that he punched county, and sohool officers and teachers
to have the schools under
popularity of allcock's porous plasters me in the nose when I might have been run are requested
respective charge observe the dny
has been so , great - that multitudes- - of over by the horse or struck hy the street their
car. I
that he did it, however, and by the planting of trees autl other approimitations have sprung up on every hand. as soonallege
as I can find a place to wash my priate exercises.
Juan J. Obtiz,
The only sure cure is to get the genuine nose I'm going back there and maul the
County School Superintendent.
alleged stuffing out o' him I" Detroit Free
allcock's porous plasters .,
"
Brandreth's Fills improve the digestion. Press.
Willing to Walt.
He Then what did you marry me for?
Husband Did you see me kiss my hand
She Mamma figured it up at the time to
you this morning after I bad left the
and said it was for about a million and a house?
Wife Why, John, I wasn't near the winhalf. Life.
dow then.
A Veteran of t lie Mexican War.
Husband I wonder who it was?
Oak Harbor, Ohio. I met Geo. 0.
Wife I don't know, but the servant girl
of
an
veteran
the Mexican told me this morning Bbe guessed she would
old
Momeny
y
who told me try it another week. Life.
war on the streets
that after reading about Simmons Ljver
Bound to rieaie.
Regulator he bought a bottle," and the
Manager The audience is calling for the
first three doses gave him immediate re- author.
lief. Geo. Goslfne. Your druggist sells
Actor But the author died 100 years ago.
TTJUEH
Manager Never mind. Fix up to look
it in powder or liquid. 'The powder to be
like him and go out I want you to undertaken dry or made into a tea.
stand that this is a first class theater.
A Mind to Mule.
Puck.
- My
wife's got excellent intentions,
The Fickle Weather. .
is Dixon, said Enpeck in feeble apology.
"What I need," said the man who comffYes, said Dixon, in his mean, low way plains, "is a change of climate."
EAST AND NORTH.;
notioed when you and I were there that
"Well," replied his friend, "you stay
"
right here In Washington for four or five
'he' was very well minded.
hours, and you'll probably get it." Washington Star.

It was a

FT

before he had completed the requisite
Eearch.
The kitchen was empty when he re-

Path-Finde- r,

lSA-tuu- m

029 Seventeenth Street, corner Curtis
DENVER, COLO.

To California
Via the Santa Fe route, the greatest railroad in the world. You can take a Poll-ma- n
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ture could not have endured this.
And he bundled the two little creatures miscellaneously into whatever articles came uppermost, rending off strings
and. fracturing buttonholes in frantic
desperation.
The fire obstinately declined to burn,
although Mr. Carver opened the oven
doors alternately and" drew out all the
dampers he could spy.
"Confound the fire!" said Mr. Carver,
mopping his wet forehead with the stove
cloth. "It won't go. I'll have a blaze
of kindling and try the breakfast on

that."

Be seized the ham and carved several
thick slices, which he transferred deftly
to I gridiron, and then, elated With his
success, broke several eggs over the ham.
"Bless me, how they run!" he ejacu- lated. rather puzzled. "But I know I'm
right. I wonder why this coffee doesn't
boil. I'll stick in a few more kindlings
that's the idea. There are the children
crying hungry, I suppose. I do believe
they do nothing but eat and cry." Mr.
Carver rushed to attend the peremptory
summons of the milkman. '
And then he sat down, tired and spiritless, to a repast of half cooked meat
and liquid mud, by courtesy termed coffee,

w

He looked despairingly around at the
chaos that reigned in the kitchen,
v'Nine o'clock, as I live and nothing
done. Well, I see very plainly there's
no office for me today.
Now, then,
what's wanting?"
. "The clothes for the wash, please, sir,"
aid a little girl, courtseying humbly at
the door.
"Up stairs and down stairs" went Peter Carver, laying hands on whatever he
considered proper prey for the wasbtub,
rummaging in bureau drawers.npheav-In- l
the contents of trunks and turning
Wsrirabs tnrida out far a mortal hour

the knives, nor scrubbed the kitchen

floor?"

"No."

"Nor made the beds, nor swept the
chamber, nor dusted the parlors, nor
polished the windows, nor heard the
children's lessons, nor taken care of the
canary birds, nor"
"Stop stop!" ejaculated Mr. Peter
Carver, tearing wildly at his hair. "You
don't mean to say that you do all these
things every day?"
"I do, most certainly and long before
12 o'clock. And yet you wonder that I
am not dressed and cultivating my mind
before 11 o'clock."
"My dear Carry," said Peter penitently. "I have been a brute. I'll have a
cook "Mid a nurse and a chambermaid
here just as soon as I can possibly obtain
them. You shall be aTiu(lge no longer."
A few minutes afterward thejinskilled
cook was scorching his whiskers bv .a
gridiron covered with hissing mutton
chops, which would alarm him by suddenly blazing up into his face withont
the least premonitory symptom, when a
light step crossed the kitchen floor and a
little hand took the handle of the grid
iron from his grasp,
"Carry!"
"I release you from duty," smiled the
wife. " "My ankle is better now."
"I say, Carry!"
"Well?"
"Tell the truth, now. Wasn't that
anklo business a little exaggerated?"- -"
Buffalo News.
Bird Slaughter.
An American dealer sold last year:
2,000,000 birdskins. All were used for or- namenting woman's attire. Women ought
to cry down this vanity that feeds and
pampers the destruction of the feathered
tribes. The birds sacrificed are of course
those of richest plumage, and of course
also those that will be least easily replaced. In fact, if this thing continues,
American bird life of the gentler ordei
will pretty soon become extinct. Is not
the warfare the American Humane society has opened upon the birdskin traffic wholly justifiable? We think so. The
destruction referred to contributes not
one whit to human need or human comfort. It adds nothing to the intellectual,
nothing to the mental. It is simply wan'
tonness practiced at the beck of fashion,
and as silly and meaningless a fashion,
too, as ever was spawned from the brain
of a man milliner. There are birds in
plenty that shed their plumage to supply
the vain demand for flaming headgear.
Why should the fashion monarchs be inexorable and also demand the bodies of
our feathered songsters? Sacramento
Union.
The Female A ilantus.
Mr. C. F. Saunders of Philadelphia
justly calls attention to the great beauty
of this tree. The male ailantus first
disgusts by its disagreeable odor, and
then the flowers fall, leaving nothing
But the female
more behind them.
flowers have a rather pleasant fragrance
and are followed by the fruit, which
soon takes on a beautiful golden color.
Most will agree with him that there
are few things more beautiful than the
female ailantus. with its young fruit
during the months of August and September. By tbe way, the name is ailantus and not ailanthus, as frequently writ,
ten, the tree being named from the Chinese "ailanto." Meehan's Monthly.
English In Spanish.
The ordinary method of construction
by which the Spanish writer places adjectives after nouns has sometimes a droll
effect if he chances' to adopt English
words into his composition. - Thus it
certainly sounds odd to read in La n
that "the congress of the United
States has finally disposed of the dangerous Bill Sherman," and in II Comercio
of Lima that "the American congress
committee has voted for Bill Wilson to
kill Bill McKinley." New. York Recorder.'"
Na-clo-

Heat Time and Swire to Chirac
and Kit. Iionl
Is afforded by the Bnrlinirton's vestibule
flyer, leaving Denver daily at 9 p.
reaching Chicago at 8:30 a. m and Bt.
Louis at 7:20 a, tn., the second morning,
making close connexions with all fast
trains for the east and south. All meals
en route served in the famous Burlington
dining car.
For full Information apply to local
ticket agents or address Q. W. Vallery,
General Agent 1039 17th street, Denver

tempers the summer heats, which naturally should be about that of Memphis,
Teun., or Bakersfield, Cal., and its south-ti- n
situation reduces the rigors of winter,
is an illustration, daring the winter of
1892, the daily publio conoerts in the
plaza were only stopped three times by
weather, and last winter the omissions did
not exceed half a dozen.
The altitude compels the lungs to work,
ind no one in Santa Fe can be aooosed of
being "too lazy to breathe," as a great
physician expressed it. The rare, ozon-ate- d
air permeates every cell of the lungs,
and thus prevents hemorrhage.
Drs.
Symington and Harroun, who have practiced in Santa Fe for over twenty years,
report that they have only found two
gases among the native people of consumption.
MOBMAl THPEATCE1.
The TJ. S. weather observation office
sas been stationed here for twenty years,
ind the following statistical data tells
better than words how even and mild is
Ihe climate of Santa Fe. Taking the
lummeT-hea- t
and the winter cold the following tableTefiCiw a most equable and
ielightful teinperatnSe:-- -

fBAB.

1872

ANNUAL

.

47.9 1883
48 JS 1884
48.0 1885
47.5 188S ...
47.5 1887 ..,
47.6 1888...
47.5 11889..,
50.2 1S90 ...
45.0 1891
lacking 1891

..
..

1873.
1874 .
1875 .
1870 .
1877 .
1878 .
1879 .
1880 .
1881 .

MBA.; YSAB. AKKDALVAM.

.

MONTH.

..47.7
. .47.6
..49.0
,.48.4
.49.8
.50.4
.47.3
.49.1

...
...

March
April
may

June

MIAN.

MONTH.

..88.3
..81.7
..39.1
..45.5
..58.0
..65.4

PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS.

Among the more important public Institutions located here, in spacious and
attractive modern buildings, are the U.
S. court and federal office bnilding, the

territorial capitol, St, Vincent's sani
tarium, territorial penitentiary, New Mex
ico orphan's training school, Bt. Vincent
charity hospital, U.S. government Indian
school, Kamona memorial institute for
Indian girls, St. Catherine Indian boy
training school, Fort Marcy barracks, tit.
Michael's college, Loretto academy, Presbyterian home missions industrial school
for girls, New Mexico deaf and dumb institute, New West academy, Catholio
cathedral and four parish chnrches, Episcopal, Presbyterian, Methodist and Congregational churches, the governor'
palace, the archepiBCopal residence of
Archbishop J. B. Salpointe and Archbishop
P. L. Chapelle and many others, including
s
hotel accommodation:, and
several sanitary institutions for the bene'

first-clas-

fit of

health-Beeker-

The U. S. court of private land claim
is in session here throughout most of the
year, and the argutrVs therein, involving
jftfijitsi, are instrnctive, not
only to the lawyer but to the layman.
BESounci.
Santa Fe county has an crea of 1,498,000
acres and a population of about 17,000.
The city itself contains over 10,000 actual
residents. The valley soils are especially
adapted to fruit raising, ana the product
is of the finest flavor and appearances.
Peaches sweet as a nectarine, plums and
aprioots, large and luscious, apples, pears,
berries and all the hardy fruits flourish in
abundance, usually commanding a better
and more remunerative market than even
the California fruits. The cloudless, sun
ny days bring out all their fruity aud
saccharine qualities.
Large mineral deposits, including goid.
silver, preoious stones, principally the
turquoise and garnets nearly as fine as rubies, and topaz, also; both bituminous and
anthraoite coal are found in giant veins.
The two kinds sometimes run in parallel
veins in the same mine. In addition to
this "natural coke" is found.
ffioiogiobf

.iTTori..

The annnal monthly values will show
the distribution of temperature through
ae
f year.

January...
February .

grand than the Santa Fe range reflect the
sunsets in a hnndred glorious toneB, while
their purple bases lend an ideal back
ground for all this splendor.

KBA.

July

63.0

August
September
October
November
December

65.9
59.0
49.4
36.7
40.2

There is no other locality, even the
boasted ohmate of southern France, that
can show such a stable and equable
range of heat and oold. The health seek
er need fear no sodden changes. A little
attention to clothing and he oan bid oolds
and inflammations defiance In cases of
death from tubercular disease the New
Mexico rate is only 3 in 1,000.
ibis is the lowest known record, and it
must be remembered that the local contingent of consumptives is daily aug
mented by the immigration of those who
seek respite from that dreaded scourge.
The record ol death at Santa Fe is
much lower than the territorial average.
In New England the consumptive death
rate is 25 out of every 1,000 of the community; in Minnesota it is 14, and
throughout the southern states six per
1,000. This city enjoys the spring climate of northern Illinois and Indiana:
the summer climate of Wisconsin, Michigan and Minnesota, and the winter
temperature of southern Illinois, Indiana
and Tennessoe. This, however, is only. as
shown by the thermometer.
The dry
tonic air of the mountain altitude fills one
with vivacity and health, and so strong is
the lMiuenoe oi tne ozone and electricity
on the nerves and system that acclimation
is wonderfully rapid. This of itself is a
great boon. Cases are on record of increase in the chest measure of immigrants here of from four to seven inches.

FBOSPECTIVa

BESOUBCKS.

The Chicago Municipal & Investment
company has completed a magnificent
water works system just east of town, furnishing water under 140 pounds pressure.
All the modern improvements in the way of
aereauon, etc., are provided. In addition
thereto preliminary work is now being
conducted on reservoirs and canals that
will irrigate over 100,000 acres of splen
did land in and around the city. These
ill undoubtedly be completed within two
years, as every effort it being made to
hurry their construction.

or santa

TUB WATBBS

n.

Dr. J. F. Danter, vice president of the
American Health Resort association, sayst
"It is worth traveling miles to drink of
such waters as flow through this deep cut
in the mountnins and supply the oity of
Santa Fe for domestic purposes and for
irrigation of the fruit farms. The water
is absolutely pure, cold and fresh from
the melting snows above, or trickling
from spring in the mountain side. It i
free from all lime, alkali or other ingredients so very injurious to the consumptive patient. Such water is a great boo
KATUBAL
ATTBACTIOMS.
Besides this Santa Fe lie in a most anywhere and at any time, but here, wher
other feature of sunshine and pure air
picturesque valley. It is at the entrance combine to produce an ideal cliniata, it
of a splendid oanon, abounding in natural is of special value."
curiosities. It is also the gate-wa- y
of the
THS) HIMTUY
rOST,
Pecos Natioual park, where fish an! game Ft. Marey, at Santa, Fe is the oldest
abound. Within easy riding or driving established military station on Amtiican
distances there are over forty places of
soil. The Spaniards oooupid it as such
and of historio interest. Among in 1602. Old
Fort Marcy was bnilt y
which may be mentioned the old adobe nal- Gen.
in 1816; and the present
Kearney
erected
first
after
uce,
1(105, from site was
shortly
ocoupied in "1850; the post i
winch the Spanish viceroy ruled this
garrisoned by headquarters, the band
The
structure
present
great province.
and two companies of the 10th U. B. inlates from about 1716; but it is full of fantry under
oommand of Col. E. P.
nterest, as every room is eonsecrated by Pearson; its location here adds
greatly to
the memory of thrilling eveut. In this Santa Fe's attractions
sooially and combuilding Gun. Lew Wallace wrote his mercially. The military band stationet"
famous Ben Hur.
here is one of the best in the army affd,
The chapel of San Miguel, was bnHt in render
delightful mnsie daily iu the
1630 and still stands.
By it side is the
for the pleasure of citizen.
publio
plaza
ol de, t house in the United State.
The
flTBBOLOOIOAL DATA.
vnlls of the old oathedral date from 1623,
The following is taken from the record
but the rest of the structure 1 of more
modern date.' Within eonfcnient dis- of the O. B. weather office of Santa Fe for
tances are the Indian pneblo of Teauan 1893t
and Nambe; in a side oanon of the Santa
49.1
temperature
Fe are the delightful Altec springs, while Average
43.0
Average relative humidity
tbout nine miles np the main water Average velocity of wind, miles per hour. 07 J
course is Monument took.
H.f
The road Total rainfall
elondleas days
thither is one of surpassing loveliness. Number of
91
of fair days
1$
To the south of town-Number
ot
Agn Frla, and
cloudy days
the famous turquoise mine prononnoed
to
From Jannary I, 1898,
August 1,
by Tiffany the finest ia the world; and 1893, the following is the record:
beyond the Rio Grande are the Ban
1st
Number of clonics days
Pueblo and the eurlous elixT dwel Number of fair or partly cloudy
4
'
-'
Number
Ilde-fon-

ling.

;

-

,

of cloudy days.

These records speak for themaelvea,
Other point oi interest to tn tourist
tret The nistoriai society's rooms; the Anyone tn search of a dry, ennny,- Mia
the
briou
elimateeaa
"Garita,"
military quarters, chapel
.
ind cemetery ol Ow Ladf of the Soaaqn toSaatafat

it MitlsHtwi

'
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Hew Mexican

TUESDAY. MARCH 27.
Notice is hereby given that orders given
by employes upon the New Mexican
Printing Co., will not be honored unless
previously endorsed by the business
manager.
Notice.
Requests for back numbers of the Niw
Mexican, must state date wanted, or they
will receive no attention.
METEROLOGICAL.

Department of Agriculture,
Weather Bureau Office
of obmekvek
2(5. 1891.

U. S.
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Regu-lato-

r

is the
Liver
only
and Kidney
medicine to
which you
can pin your
faitli for a
A

cure. laxamild

tive,

and

purely

vegact-

etable,
ing directly
on tho Liver
and Kid
neys. Try it.
Sold by all
Druggists in Liquid, or in Powder
to bo taken dry or made into a tea.

Pills

The King of I.Ivor Medicines.

"1 liavo iiaoil .vourSlrnmons MvcrTtextt-Jutm-ainan cotisHtnitiotiMy vwy It (nuts
It a
king of nil liver iiu'cllclucn, I considerJack-POinoili.'liio client In Itself. Oico. V.
Tat'timn, Washington.
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REMEMBER WE CARRY

COLOEADO
Garden,
Field and
Flower

Varieties not in stock furnished at Catalogue prices.
Catalogue on application.

E. D. FRANZ,

--

Fe Nursery
RARLt RIVPWBlUUKCrTrop.:-

-

-- "END FOR PRICE LIST.

A

chance to procure a fine lot of native grown nursery
stock cheap.
Having sold the land of my nursery on the Tesuque river I

have on hand a large surplus stock of trees which I will dispose of
cheap.
Many of these trees are of choice stock, large and well formed,
and will come into bearing very soon. Would be especially suitable
"
.
for those wishing a small number of trees.
These trees are all fully acclimated which is a great advanta go.
Will supply any trees not on hand from any of the leading nurseries
such as Pike County Sarcoxie and others, at 10 per cent above whole.
sale cost and freight charges.
Place your orders now so as to have your trees ready for spring
,
planting.
4
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Boots. Sihoes &

Leather
Findings.
the
Burt & Packard Shoes.

Sole Agent for

Santa

New Mexico.

-

-

Fe,

'

well-kno-

- GOc
Pride of Valley Flour, sack
Fresh Ranch Eggs, doz.
20c
Peabody Creamery Butter, lb - 35c
CaJ, EXTK A Standard Table Fruit 2Qc
JL&1.-Zcan Torsatoe'- b
can Blueberries
10c
b
can Blackberries
10c
b
can Strawberries 15c
10c
Dry Salt Bacon
n
b
can
Coffee
85c
Arbuckle Coffee
27
- . 40c
Basket Fired Japan Tea
Sundned Japan Tea
30c
MivoiaidB Navel Orancree, box S3. US
Colorado Oats
$1.50
Colorado Hay
75c
Nebraska Corn $1.25
The usual discount in quantities.

SPRING GARDENERS'

y

that-man-

ed. " Tried
and proven"
iathe verdict
o f millions.

a

from various prospects in the camp. As
if they are again refused steps) will be
U. S. LAND COURT.
taken to teach the board of registration
a result, although prejudiced against it
a salutary lesson.
Mr. Dame says: "I his is
Sheriff Cunningham also presented a Proceedings of the Sessiou at Tucson originally,
bound to be the greatest of nil mining
that
3d
said
He
from
the
ward.
A Rousing Democratic
Meeting1 Last report
Intricate Questions Under
there had been sixteen names added to the
camps. There is no guess work about it,
Consideration.
Niffht The Armor Donned
234 mentioned by Mr. Ortiz and that now
for the ore is there, actually in sight. Had
the registration was 250, moBt of whom
these ledges of mineral been discovered
for the Fray.
he thought were safe to vote for reform
The oourt of private land claims met in in 1879 Santa Fe would
be one of
and progress in city affairs as representsession for the district of Arizona the most important cities in the west."
regular
ed
the
of
Exists
Ranks
Within
the
Democracy,
by
Harmony
Mr. H. M. Strong, of the Valley ranoh,
Monday of last week atTuoson. A nnmber
IN THE FOURTH.
the Party Registration Rolls
cases were set for trial, and the court took Pecos, is in town
of
and after having
246
Mr. Meliton Castillo reported that
to be Purged of Fraudnames were registered in the 4th ward, up a motion in the Nogales de Elias case purchased about 200 worth of supplies
No. 29, which was tried and rejeoted at this
ulent Names.
Demomorning he said: "I find I can buy
giving a majority of twenty-fou- r
crats. Manv who voted the Republican the December term. The motion was filed goods cheaper in Santa Fe than any other
the Democrotio by the claimants, and the decision of point in the territory. Your merchants
Democracy was ont in full force Inst ticket last year willMr.vote
Castillo
ticket
this
predicted a which will be interesting to all litigants here are conservative, and don't reach out
year.
night and it reigned supreme. If there be no
sweeping victory.
and attorneys in New Mexico as well as
as they
now
of
manifested
enthusiasm
the
Mr.
On motion of
waning
Cunningham, amend Arizona.. The facts are, immediately after for trade, perhaps, as vigorously
the
P.
Mr.
ed
Thos.
then victory is certain in the approaching
Gable,
following the deoision of the court last December should, but they are certainly able to
by
were named by the chair as a campaign
this Nogales de Elias grant, make inside prices."
city election.
committee to work in unison with the rejeoting
counsel for the claimants prayed an ap
When Sheriff Cunningham called the
Deputy Sheriff Tom Tucker, accom
committees appointed at the respective peal to the supreme court of the United
meeting to order in the court house he ward meetings: Juan Delgado from the States, which was allowed and entered of panied by Deputy Sheriff W. W.Atchison)
of Cerrillos, brought in three prisoners
was fnced by an audience that completely 1st ward, Adolfo Hill from the 2d ward, reoord. The
point came up on leave to
filled the large hall, and it is safe to say Juan Shoemaker from the 3d ward and withdraw notice of appeal and file motion from Golden this morning. The men are
Sheriff Cunningham from the 4th.
for rehearing. It was oontended in oppo- Ignacio Sanchez, Nioolas Montoya and
that not for years has there been a larger,
The committee will meet at the sheriff's sition
that the moment the appeal was Francisco Baca. They were arrested by
more
enthusiastic
more intelligent and
office at 9 o'clock Saturday morning.
and granted this court lost juris-- .
prayed
commeeting, and those present were not ward Gov. Thornton suggested that the the diction, and therefore could entertain no Deputy Sheriff Atchison at Golden yestermittees meet once a day and study
motion whatever, and that these appel- day and are charged with being implicat
politicians either they were represents
registration lists to prevent fraudulent lants should go to the supreme court to ed in the Harold robbery at that place,
tive citizens.
have Baid appeal dismissed.
The chairman explained that the object registration.
The prisoners were lodged in the countjj
The suggestion was considered a good
Argument was made by Wm. Herring,
of the meeting was to hear the reports of one, and
aot upon it
will
the
committees
jail, where they will be held to await
G.
F.
and
Rochester
meetFord,
esq.,
esq.,
committees appointed at the ward
NO POLL TAX NESESBABY.
trial.
and
for
lion.
ju.
esq.,
claimants,
Heney,
held
then
He
last
Saturday night.
ings
The chair at the suggestion of Mr. J. P. G. Reynolds for the United States.
called for nominations for chairman.
Peculiar to Itself.
,y
On Wednesday the court decided the
Dr. J. H. Sloan was nominated, but de- Viotory explained to those present that
So eminently successful 'has Hood
decision of the su
the
that
case,
Baying
clined to accept, and Hon. J. H. Crist was the
tax law, making it a necessity to
poll
Sarsaparilla been
leading citipreme court established the practice
unanimously elected. As he stepped tipon have a
the United States
er
poll tax receipt before one could
any question before them and that, zens from
the platform he was greeted with cheers
and applause, the first enthusiastic out- vote, had been repealed, and that anyone any time during the "term," parties could furnish testyifoninls of oures which seems
burst of the evening. On assuming the could vote whether or not they bad paid withdraw their appeal, and the court still almost miraculous. Hood's Sarsaparilla
had jurisdiction. That when adjourn is not sii aooident, but the ripe fruit of
chair Mr. Crist Baid: "I never refuse to their poll tax.
Sheriff Cunningham reported that the ment was taken last December it was not industry and study. It possesses merit
do what I consider
committee appointed at the meeting belt! an adjournment of the term, therefersrl -- peculiar to itself."
..I. ,. .'. J
pEMOOBATIO DUTY,
in Hon. N. B. Laughlin's offico to wait this oourt, under rulings of the supreme
to
me
nor what the party calls on
perHood's Pills cure Nausea, Siok Head-oohupon DV. Sloan and solicit him to run for court, etui had jurisdiction, and tnawmo- form. I don't want to apologize, but it mayor had performed their duty, ana re- tion for rehearing would be heaid.
Indigestion, Biliousness. Sold by
refusal
a positive
t
Tuesday the case of the united States all druggists.
seems to me proper to say that I am not a ceived from the doctor
be
to
to allow his name
Ainsa et al., for confirmation
used, his profes vs.
member of any of the ward clubs organ- sional duties making it impossible for of Santiago
the San Jose de Senoita grant, came
COMING WEATHER.
ized Saturday night.but it ib only because him to serve.
up for trial and whs most closely contestI did not hear of the meetings in time.
Hon. N. B. Laughlin was called upon ed. Hon. R. 0. Hopkins, W. M. Tipton
I do not, therefore, think that I should for a
speech, but owing to the lateneBS of and H. O. Flipper were examined as Span- What
act as chairman, but if it is the sense of the hour
April Promises to Bring Santa
declined, and the meeting ad ish experts and surveyors and arguments
do
I
the meeting that
bo, I shall, willing- journed.
Feans Data from the Record
were made by Rochester Ford for claimly." As the meeting declared again its
of Twenty Years.
ants, followed by M. G. Reynolds for the
choice of Mr. Crist, he presided. Messrs.
United States and Wm. H. Barnes for the
PERSONAL.
Donaciano vigil and Adolfo Hill were
settlers.
elected interpreters and Mr. A. B. Benehan
On Thursday argument on the Senoita U. S. Department of Agriculture,
then
The
proceeded
secretary.
meeting
Weather Bureau,
Major E. A. Gransfeld arrived from case No. 40, the trial of which commenced
with the business in hand.
Santa Fe, March 23, 1894.
on Tuesday, continued.
Albuquerque this morning.
oov. Thornton's speech.
On Friday the San Rafael del Valle
The chief of the weather bureau directs
Mrs. Delia Mailing, nee Cruise, of Kan
came up for trial, Juan Pedro Camon et the
Gov. Thornton was called upon, end as
sas City, is the guest of Mrs. E. L. Bart- publication of the following data,
al., plaintiffs. The amount of land claimed
he arose he was received with tumultuous
lett.
wm, oompiled from the record of observations
about
is
acres;
20,000
attorneys,
obapplause. The governor said: "The
Rev. A. C. Monk, of the chnroh of the Herring, F. J. Heney and G. H. Howard. for the month of April, taken at this staject of this meeting is to discuss the best
tion for a period of twenty-on- e
years.
methods of procedure to insure to the city Holy Faith, has gone to Albuquerque-His believed that the facts thns set
It
returns Friday next.
of Santa Fe the eleotion of a good, honest
ROUND ABOUT TOWN.
forth will prove of interest to the publio,
Democratic ticket, and for the purpose of
At the Palaoe: H. M. Strong, Valley, N,
as well as the special student, showing as
organizing for viotory at the polls, and M.; Fred Simon, Kentucky; J.F. Jjindsley,
to take the city out of the hands of the
even
Democratic primaries
S.
W.
St.
St.
they do the average and extreme condi
Willis,
Louis;
Joseph.
people who have been controlling it for
tions of- - the more important meterologi- Mr. Chas. G. Leicham, an excellent ing.
the past twelve months.
J. D. Proudfit has removed his office cal elements and the range within which
"The coming election will be an im- newspaper man, was here yesterday rep
portant one to the city, county and terri- resenting the Las Vegas Stock Grower. to Will Griffin's rooms in the Griffin such variations may be expected to keep
tory.
during any corresponding month.
W. A. Givens, Albuquerque; W. E. Dame block.
"Twelve months ago we could not have
Temperature Mean or normal tern
The young ladies attending sohool at
held a meeting in this house peaceably Cerrillos; E. C. Freyschlog, Montana; R.
perature, 0.75 degress; the warmest
and quietly, ror could the Democratic II. Hershburger, Albuquerque, are at the Loretto academy enjoyed a pionioin the was that of 1889, with an average April
of 52
mountains yesterday.
party have held a meeting anywhere in Exohange.
degrees; the coldest April was that of
Santa Fein peace. Members of our party
Lieut. Kirby has been ordered to pro- 1874, with an average of 41 degrees; the
At the Claire: F. B. Hine, Kinsley, Kas.;
have been thrown in prison for no other
temperature during any April was
M. Harold, ceed to Frankfort, Ky., and report in highest
reason than that they were Democrats. C. W. Beeler, Kinsleyr-Eas?;- "
84 degrees on April 28 and 29, 1879; the
How many of you here
remem Golden, N. M,; E70. Hughes, Albuquer person to the governor of Kentucky for lowest temperature during any April was
ber the disgraceful scenes enacted at the
temporary doty pertaining to the militia 11 degrees on April 8, 1875; average date
territoritial convention held here a year que.
on which last "killing" frbst occurred (in
state.
of
T.
St.
J.
'"Messrs.
Louis, of that
Lindsley,
ago? Thank God, men can go home from
April 21.
spring),
will
to
be
Cochiti
new
road
The
short
asthis metting
and Fred Simon, of Louisville, Kentucky
without fear
(rain and melted snow)
Freoipitation
a
Then
sassination. Part of the criminal's of the two
commercial men, are en completed by Saturday night.
for the month, 0.75 inches; aver
Average
in
territory are jail,jujd'others will soon
the plaza concert this afternoon. Santa Fe man can drive over and get ago number of days with .01 of an inch
be there. Gentlemen, we must have a joying
dinner at Allerton, and return home be- or more. 6; the greatest monthly precipitation was 2.08 inches in 1890; the least
"
OFFICIAL GOSSIP.
yr" DEMOCRATIC MA YOB
fore night.
monthly preoipitation was 0.01 inches in
a&(i 'Democratic council. We are almost
to
land
of
the
office;
goes
Walker,
Judge
1893;the greatest amount of precipitation
certain to elect a Democratic ticket next
who
meet
son's
his
to
Wife,
recorded in any twenty-fou- r
consecutive
Postmaster
Weltmer was appointed Lamy
the'eomins citv eleotion. March 24, four
fall if
years ago, and his com- is coming here to live permanently. The hours was 1.27 inches on April 24, 1890;
It is necessary that we elect the terri mission bears date
amount
of snowfall recorded
of April 10. It is, judge's Bon will arrive in a few days from the greatest
torial legislature, and in order to do so,
r
consecutive hours (record
probable that a few weeks will Raton for the purpose of engaging in the twenty-fouwe must have no schisms in the party. therefore,
1884-to
of
winter
only) was
extending
bring from Washington the appointment
3.0 inches on April 12, 1887, and April 25,
Every Democrat must work for each can- of a new postmaster for Santa Fe.
grocery business,
didate of his party and the entire party
Citizens of Santa Fe are mighty glad to 1890.
Agent Plummer has done good work in
must work in unison if viotory is to be
see
down
the
the water company pushing their im- or Clouds and weather. Average number
to
trailing
Navajoes
supposed
rained.
oioaaietm aayis, i&, average numDer oi
ib is Urn duty of every Democrat to iitvve muraorou is. 11. pmitn, itiio iiioiuu&Ub provements, but some of them can't quite partly oloudy days, 14; average nnmber
at Defiance. Tho Navajoes had a hearing undertand
streets
examine the registration lists to see that at
the
in
trenches
the
why
of cloudy days, 14.
Gallup' yesterday and were committed
all members of our patty are registered
Wind. The prevailing winds have been
should so long remain open. They ore
and to purge the rolls of all fraudulent to jail to await the aotion of the Benin
the southwest; the heaviest velocity
from
; ;,:
'
lillo
county
grand jury.
dangerous.
names. Hunt up doubtful men in your ward,
of the wind during any April was 44 miles
Bocial
Do
not forget the church
work with them and get them to put in a
given on
The oontest case of Antonio Snlazar vs,
April 25, 1893.
Democratic ballot."
Jose Y. Martinez, was called in tho land
under the auspices of the Ladies
H. B. Herset,
As the governor resumed his seat the office yesterday, but was settled by a Aid
of the M. E. church at the
Observer, Weather Bureau,
society
bnilaing shook with thunderous applause. compromise between the two parties residence of Mrs. Davis. There will be a
Martinez filed on 160 acres of land in San
ORGANIZATION
OF CLUBS.
entertainment and refreshments as
Christian Endeavor.
Mr. J. P. Victory was the next speaker. Miguel county, but Salazar claimed he good
The 13th international Christian En
was not living on it and brought suit to usual. Admission 25 oents for adults and
He said:
dispossess him.
15 cents for children. Everybody is cor- deavor convention is to be held in Cleve
"In accordance with resolutions adopt
A financial statement of the condition
invited to attend.
land, Ohio, July 11, to 15,1894. Cleve
ed at Mr. Laughlin's office, the Democrats of San Miguel county, at the beginning dially
land
Endeavorers are hard at work laying
The
children
the
at
Sister's
orphanage
of the 1st ward assembled last Saturday ot ine present year, appears in the untie,
night and organized the 1st ward Demo- It shows the county to be nearly 1(400,000 gave a concert on Easter Sunday after- plans for the proper care and entertaincratic club. A committee was appointed in debt, whioh is a fact to be regretted; noon for the entertainment of the patients ment of the expeoted thousands.
for the purpose of looking after the regis- but It also shows that this indebtedness at the St. Vinoent
The committee of '94 ore planning for
hospital. Those intration of Democratic voters, to attend has been slowly accnmmulating through
from zs,uuu to 40,000 delegates,
to wavering men and to see that all Dem a series of many years, and that the valids who could not walk over to the anywhere
Norman E. Hills, 872 Sibley street,
were
the
on
and
carried
ocrats voted.
cots,
as
have
board
done
little
orphanage
present connty
Cleveland, Ohio, is chairman of the enter
"It is important that Democratic clubs to increase it as circumstances over whioh affair proved a bright spot in the tedious tainment
committee, and the only person
should be organized in every wa.'d so as they had no oontrol would permit.
to whom you should write for all partiou
life of those poor sick ones.
to insure success.
U.
S.
The
lars in this line.
experiment eta
The entertainment to be given this
"There were registered in the 1st ward tion, located agricultural
at Las Cruces, publishes, at
Up to date 10,000 applications have
at the last city election 315 voters. This
for
the
benefit
of
the
con
evening
Sunday been received from those who wish ac
intervals, bulletins which
number has been increased to 348, many frequent
tain information that is of value to the sohool of the Holy Faith promises to be commodations. Several states have been
of whom will this year vote the Dem- farmers, fruit growers and stook raisers
a delightful affair. Members of the 10th assigned headquarters.
ocratic ticket for the first time. The mem- of Mew Mexico. These bulletins
At the last international convention,
give the
bers of our olub are engaged in making a results of experiments made with
the infantry orcheatry will dispense music. held in July, 1893, in Montreal, New Mex
list of all Democrats and uncertain voters raising of field crops and the
growing of It will be more in the form of on informal ico took the banner held each year by the
in our district, and we propose to see that fruit and vegetables,
Btate or territory or province in which
Entertaingiving thoso varie tea and promenade concert.
vote."
they
ties best adapted to our olimate; the dis- ment will be from 7:30 to ' 10 o'clock. the X. r. H. V. IS. has made greatest proSECOND ward in line.
eases of plants and their remedies; irri
increase in the preceding year,
Admission 25 ctB ; children, 10 ots. Cat- portional
Gen. C. F. Easley then presented the gating waters; insects, both injurious
vaoant
store
ron's
decorated
for
has been
report of the meeting held in the 2d ward and beneficial to vegetation, and many
Notice for Publication.
other subjects. No one interested in the evening, and the Gipsy tent and ice
The general said:
Homestead No 4050.
practical' agriculture can afford to do oreom booth will be attractions. The ad"The Democrats of the 2d ward met without them. They are sent entirely
Land Office at Santa Fit, N. M., )
Saturday night and organized a club of free of cost to any resident of the terri- mission price inoludes tea and sandwiches.
March 26, 1894. J
sixty members. A committee was ap tory engaged in practical agrioulture. If
Ed. Boy lan was arrested by Deputy " Notice is hereby given that the follow
pointed to solicit the remaining Dem you desire your name placed on the stasettler has filed notioe of his
ocrats to become members of the club, tion mailing list, bo as to reoeive these Sheriff Tom. Tuoker yesterday afternoon
to make final proof in support
and we expect to enlist all Democrats and bulletins as they are published, send your for hitting Tom. Jones in the back with a intention
of his claim, and that said proof will be
not a few other good citizens "flight un- - name and address,
plainly written, on a heavy piece of iron, Both men were made
the register and reoeiverof Santa
urr uui unuuui.
card to the agricultural experiment working for the water works company, Fe, N. by
postal
M., on April 80, 1894, viz: Benlgno
"A committee went to the board of regLias cruoes.
station,
engaged in laying pipe, and from all ac Quintana for the ne , sec 17, tp. 19 n, r
istration this afternoon to register
e.
counts the assault was an unprovoked
Democrats whose names did not appear
ATTEMPTED MURDER. one.
He names the following witnesses to
upon the rolls, and we found it a difficult
is
in
the
connty jail.
Boylan
prove his continuous residence upon, and
proposition to get the board to register
There was a Republican meeting up cultivation of, said land, viz:
the names we presented.
In South Albuqucr near the
David Romero, Pedro .Gomez y Ganza-les- ,
"There are now registered in our ward Another Outrage
brewery on Sunday night) and
Juan N. Gonzales and Antonio
que Where Are the Officers
835 names. I believe all the Democrats
who
others
was
made
among
speeches
all of Espanola, N. M.
of the Law If
are registered. We are in perfect harA.
Jahes-H- ;
L. Morrison. He became most j
Judge
Walkib,
mony and all ready for the battle. I con!
vehement in dsnourcing local Democrats
Register.
Aden tly expect a Democratic victory in
Three teen called at the house of Vi- and the administration in
the 2d ward.'
general os 'I For Rent The Bimmons house. Well
General Easley made a stirring speech cente Sedillo, on 6W man residing in "oharacter assassins,'' and' used Other looated and most comfortable home in
and was frequently interrupted by ap south Albuquerque, about 3 o'olook on terms
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READY FOR THE BATTLE,

Her-rer- a,

FIRE, LIFE AND
ACCIDENT IKS.

Largest & Safest Companies

LOWBSTEATEq.
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Valentine Carson, Agt.

FIRE TESTED.
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All kinds of Rough and Finished Lumber; Texas Flooring at
the Lowest Market Price; Windows and Doors. Also carry on a
general Transfer Business and deal in Hay and Grain.
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Exchange
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Hotel
PlMW.

H.M.
AHTAFV tMtrelly Ucitei, Entfrtly ReflttW

TERMS REASONABLE.
VIOUL ftATM BT TU WlU
SAKPLE ROCKS ATTACHE!.

J. T. FORSHA, Prep.

u-

lIliVilEK'S
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QTTO JOHHSOii & PIETEBSQH.

Glenwoe4 Springs, Colo.
Bound trip tieketsto Glenwood Springs
on ssle daily at rats of $86.06. Good to
return until May 81, 1894, for particulars
oall at city tioket ofloe.
H. B, JLiUTs, Airen'.
Gio. T. Nicholson, G. P. A T. A.

Prescriptions filled Day or night.

